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Abstract—Robot navigation in the presence of humans raises new issues for motion planning and control since the humans safety and comfort must be taken explicitly into account.

We claim that a human-aware motion planner must not only elaborate safe robot paths, but also plan good, socially acceptable and legible paths. Our aim is to build a planner that takes explicitly into account the human partner by reasoning about his accessibility, his vision field and potential shared motions.

This paper focuses on a navigation planner that takes into account the humans existence explicitly. This planner is part of a human-aware motion and manipulation planning and control system that we aim to develop in order to achieve motion and manipulation tasks in a collaborative way with the human. We are conducting research in a multidisciplinary perspective, (1) running user studies and (2) developing an algorithmic framework able to integrate knowledge acquired through the trials. We illustrate here a first step by implementing a human-friendly approach motion by the robot.

I. INTRODUCTION

The presence of humans in the robot environment and the necessity to interact with them raise a number of new questions and challenges. Clearly, the human should be taken explicitly into account in all steps of the robot design.

This paper addresses issues related to the close interaction between humans and robots from the standpoint of the motion decisions that must be taken by the robot in order to ensure a:

- A safe interaction, i.e., that cannot harm the human,
- A reliable interaction, i.e., that achieves the task adequately considering the motion capacities of the robot, and
- A user friendly interaction, i.e., that takes into account a motion model of the human as well as his preferences and needs.

Let us consider a “simple fetch and carry task” as illustrated in figure 1 for a socially interactive robot [8]. The robot has to perform motion and manipulation actions and should be able to determine where a given task should be achieved, how to place itself relatively to a human, how to approach him, how to hand an object.

Our goal is to develop a robot that is able to take into account “social constraints” and to synthesise plans compatible with human preferences, acceptable by humans and easily legible in terms of intention.

All these questions have a particular flavour when the robot is a humanoid. Indeed, by its shape and functional abilities, it can act in very close interaction with humans, adopt postures and perform motions that are easily understandable by its human partners.

In this paper, we concentrate more precisely on navigation in the vicinity of humans. We are conducting research in a multidisciplinary perspective, (1) running user studies and (2) developing an algorithmic framework able to integrate knowledge acquired through the trials. We illustrate here a first step by implementing a human-friendly approach motion by the robot. Section II discusses related work. Section III presents trials that we have conducted in order to find out about subject preferences for the robot approach directions. Section IV presents the main characteristics of our navigation planner. Finally, we illustrate the outputs of a prototype implementation in section V.

Fig. 1. A “fetch-and-carry” Scenario
II. HUMAN-ROBOT INTERACTION IN LITERATURE

A key issue is safety problems, where humans exist nearby robots. In industrial robotics, safety is assured by not allowing humans in a certain perimeter around robots and having emergency stop buttons [13]. Actually there is no interaction in these cases.

In a recent work by Nonaka et al. [18], the concept of safety has been studied by two aspects: "physical" safety and "mental" safety of human. Physical safety means that the robot do not physically injure humans. Mental safety, on the other hand, means that the motions of the robot do not cause any unpleasantness like fear, shock, surprise to human.

The physical safety is an absolute need for the human-robot interaction. It must be assured at the hardware and software design process of the robot. We can classify the safety strategies into two different types [11]: design strategies and control strategies. Besides new designs [3], [24] that will ensure safety at the physical level, fault-tolerant approaches [16] tend to detect and limit the consequences of hardware and software problems. A danger criterion is generally considered in control strategies and robot motions are executed by minimising this criterion [14].

With these approaches physical safety is assured by avoiding collision with human and by minimising the intensity of the impact in case of a collision. Another direction towards the motion in presence of humans is the research made for smart wheelchairs. Although there is not a real interaction between chair and human in a direct sense, the wheelchair motion needs to take into account the humans comfort [19].

In usual interactions between humans, some non written rules are respected that determine the distance between two persons (see the proxemic theory of E. T. Hall [10]). The robot should comply to similar conventions [4].

Other works try to imitate human motions for a better understanding of how humans behave in social environments. A recent work [2] makes robot place himself like humans in a conversation. We must note that this behaviour is only imitating humans self-placement.

Another approach that deals not only with safety but also implicitly comfort issues is the work on velocity profiles along a planned trajectory made by Alami et al. [1] where a robot adapts its trajectory and its speed to optimise the execution time and also to guarantee that no collision will occur. Although the human is not considered explicitly, this method guarantees a motion without collision by taking into account the sensor capabilities of the robot. Since the sensors have a certain range, it is likely necessary to slow down in some places of the robot’s trajectory where the sensors are blocked by narrow passages or corners. And a velocity profile is found by optimising the execution time.

While motion planning and control for humanoid robots deal with their specificities in terms of motion and manipulation [12], we claim that explicit reasoning on humans should also be integrated.

Although several authors propose motion planning or reactive schemes considering humans, there is no contribution that tackles globally the problem as we propose to do.

III. HUMAN-ROBOT APPROACH DIRECTION TRIALS

This section presents some relevant results from a demonstration Human-Robot Interaction trial event, which was run at the AISB Convention at the University of Hertfordshire (UH). The UH team are primarily interested in the human perspective of how robots could be useful in domestic environments; in particular the roles, tasks, and social behaviour that will be necessary for robots to exhibit in order to integrate into normal domestic situations.

In order to study human-robot relationships, they typically run HRI trials using carefully devised test scenarios, where the human centred view can be collected using a variety of methods. The “Wizard of Oz” (WOZ) technique, where robots are remotely controlled by human operators, is widely used in HRI studies where the human reactions to robot behaviour are investigated; see [22], [9], [17], [20]. The WOZ technique can quickly test proposed complex robot behaviours or capabilities. Subjects’ opinions of social acceptability towards robot behaviour can be assessed before committing resources to develop fully autonomous capabilities, which may be expensive, technically difficult or even impossible to implement to date.

A. The HRI Trial Method

The chosen scenario involved a robot using different approach directions to bring a seated subject an object. The aims of the trial were to find out about subject preferences for the robot approach directions.

The AISB demonstration event had an audience and was performed under non-laboratory conditions using 38 volunteers from the convention participants. There was also a follow up study carried out under more controlled conditions with 15 subjects and one of the aims of this trial was to verify and check results obtained from the demonstration study. The trial
area was identically laid out for both trials to resemble a simulated living room with a chair and two tables. The subject was seated in the chair. To the left front and right front of the chair, two tables were arranged (with room for the robot to pass by) in front of the chair. One of the tables had a television placed upon it; the other had a radio and CD player. Posters were attached to the wall directly opposite the chair to provide a more comfortable atmosphere for the subject. The robot was driven to the appropriate start position by the WOZ operator. The robot’s approaches to the subject were fully autonomous. The WOZ operator was seated at a table in the far corner of the room. Subjects were told that the robot would be controlled by the operator while it was driven to the three start positions, but would be approaching them autonomously to bring them the TV remote control. This was reinforced as the WOZ operator made notes and did not press any of the robot control keys (on the robot control laptop) while it approached the subject. (see Fig. 3 for example video clips).

B. The HRI Trial Scenario

The context was that the subject had arrived home, tired after a long day at work and rested in an armchair (Fig. 2). After looking around for the TV remote control, the subject then asked the robot to fetch it for them as they were too tired to get up. The robot then brought the remote control to the subject. It was explained to the subject that the robot was new to the household and it was necessary to find out which approach direction the subject preferred; either from the front (2), the left (1) or the right (3). The three possible paths taken by the robot are shown in Fig. 2. In order to justify the scenario of the robot fetching the remote control, one of the tables had a (switched off) TV set upon it. The other table had a CD-Radio unit. Our expectations prior to the trials were that subjects would prefer the approach from the front, since the robot was then fully visible at all times.

A short introductory questionnaire was used to gain basic demographic and personal details from the subjects. At the end of each HRI trial a short questionnaire was used to assess the subjects’ views on approach direction, approach speed, stopping distances, comfort levels and practicality for the different approach directions. The subjects’ reactions to both live and video based HRI trials were also recorded by a single tripod mounted camera placed at an appropriate point, either (4), (5) or (6) (Fig. 2). Twenty one males (54%) and 18 females (46%) participated in the AISB robot approach direction trials. The mean age of subjects was 36 years (range: 22-58). Thirty five subjects (95%) of subjects were right handed and 2 subjects (5%) were left handed.

C. Demonstration Trial Results

a) Approach Direction Preferences: Fig. 4 illustrates that 60% (N: 23) of subjects stating preferred the right robot approach direction, followed by 24% (N: 9) preferring the left approach and just 16% (N: 6) preferring the front approach. An overriding majority of subjects stated least preferring the front robot approach direction (N: 31, 80%). Few subjects least preferred the left and right approach directions.

Chi-square cross-tabulations revealed a non-significant association between gender and the robot approach direction preferred (X2 (2, 38) = 3.77, p = 0.1). More females stated that they preferred the robot front approach direction compared to males, and more males preferred the right robot approach direction compared to females (See Fig. 5).
A significant relationship was found between gender and least preferred robot approach direction ($X^2 (2, 39) = 7.09, p = 0.03$). Significantly more males stated least preferring the front robot approach direction compared to females (males: 95%, females: 61%). More females stated least preferring the right robot approach direction compared to males (males: 0%, females: 11%). Chi-square cross-tabulations revealed no significant relationships between age, handedness and approach directions preferred and least preferred.

b) Approach Distance Preferences: Subjects were asked to provide an overall rating (for all 3 approach directions) for the robot approach distance. 76% (N: 28) of subjects stated that the distance between them and the robot was ‘about right’, followed by 19% (N: 7) who felt that the robot was to ‘too far’ from them. Only 5% (N: 2) of subjects stated that the robot approached them too closely.

D. HRI Trial Conclusions

These results indicate that a large majority of subjects disliked robot approaching from the front approach direction. Some subjects sat with their legs over the side of the chair (see Fig. 2) and for these few cases, it may be that in this case a frontal approach (relative to the chair) was preferred. Thus there may be a more general rule that people do not like the robot to approach from the direction which their legs poke out. In the case of subjects who rated the front stopping distance as being too far, we observed that these subjects usually had their legs stretched out in front of them. This caused the robot to stop (due to the robot’s stopping safety mechanism) when it reached the subject’s feet, rather than moving close enough for them to reach the TV remote control comfortably.

IV. A NAVIGATION PLANNER

Today, the classical motion planning methods [15] are quite efficient to find feasible paths. However, the presence of humans in the environment drastically changes the notion of acceptable paths. In a human-robot interaction context, the computed paths do not only need to be collision-free but must also take into account the human comfort. This is illustrated on figure 6 which shows two paths possibly produced by a classical motion planner. Obviously, both paths are badly chosen since one path passes too close to the wall, causing a surprise to human, and the other passes behind of the human also causing some discomfort.

The User studies with humans and robots reported in the previous section (see also [23][2]) provide a number of properties required when dealing with humans. Only very limited works consider such comfort and legibility issues, often in an ad hoc manner. We describe below a new technique that allows to integrate such additctional constraints in a more generic way. First, we introduce three criteria to the motion planning stage to ensure the safety and comfort. The robot must take into account these three criteria at the planning stage along with the more common aspects of path planning such as obstacle avoidance and shortest path finding.

Each criterion is represented by a numerical potential stored in a 2D grid combining various costs. These costs are highly related to the humans’ state, capabilities and preferences. The grid $G$ can be defined as follows:

$$G = (M_{n,p}, H_1 \ldots H_n)$$

where $M_{n,p}$ is a matrix containing $n \times p$ cells represented by $a_{x,y}$, the cost of the coordinate $(i,j)$ in a 2D plane and $H_1 \ldots H_n$ is a list of humans in the environment. A human $H_i$ is modeled by $H_i = (St, State_1 \ldots State_n)$ where $St$ is the structure and kinematics of the human and $State_i$ is a human state defined by a number of cost parameters and state description:

$$State_i = (Name, Conf, Param)$$

where $Name$ is the name of the state (for ex. $Name = SITTING, STANDING$), $Conf$ is the humans configuration in that state and $Param$ represents the data needed to compute costs according to that state.

From the user studies above, we extracted three criteria that will allow the robot to be more human friendly.

A. Safety Criterion

The first criterion, called safety criterion, mainly focuses on ensuring the safety by controlling the distance between robot and human. The robot, if possible, must avoid approaching too much to human, and in some cases a certain perimeter around human must not be allowed to pass through. However, the robot must be able to approach the human because of the necessity of their interaction (for example to handle some object to the human). Hence, this distance between the robot and the human is not uniform and fixed, but depends on the interaction. The feeling of security is highly dependent to the humans personality and physical capabilities. For example, a robotics scientist feels much more comfortable when a robot is
around than an other person who sees the robot first time. Also, an elderly person can feel safer when the robot is 4 meters away from him than a curious teenager who feels safe even when the robot approaches very close. The humans current state plays also an important role as the safety feeling differs highly when the human is sitting than when he is standing up. When the human is sitting, as his mobility is reduced, he tends to have a low tolerance to the robot getting close. On the contrary when standing up he gets a higher mobility, therefore allowing the robot to come closer.

The user studies on the spatial interaction between people indicate that the spaces 1-3 meters away from humans are considered as interaction spaces with non-friends and $> 3m$ zones are considered as public zones. These studies can be used to define the distance limitations between robots and humans [10], [5], along with the studies of social spaces between robots and humans [23].

The safety grid contains a human centered gaussian form of cost distribution. Each coordinate $(x, y)$ in this grid contains a cost inversely proportional to the distance to the human. Then, when the distance between the human and a point in the environment (in the grid) $D((x_i, y_j))$ is greater than the distance of another point $D((x_k, y_l))$, we have $Cost(x_k, y_l) > Cost(x_i, y_j)$. Since the safety concerns lose their importance when the robot is far away from the human, the cost also decreases when getting farther from the human, until some maximal distance at which it becomes null.

Figure 7 shows a computed safety grid attached to a human who is sitting on a chair. The vertical lines represent the cost associated to each cell. As shown by the figure, the cost is maximal at the human position and the cost range considered for a sitting human is approximately 3 meters.

As mentioned above, this cost highly depends on the human state and figure 8 shows a different cost computed for a standing human. As his mobility increases, the cost influence range shrinks to approximately 2 meters.

The visibility grid is constructed according to costs reflecting the effort required by the human to get the robot in his field of view. Grid points located in a direction for which the human only has to move his eyes have a lower cost than positions requiring to move the head in order to get the robot in the field of view. Also, when the robot is far away from the human, the effect of the visibility must decrease. The computed visibility costs are shown on figure 9. The zone situated in front of the human has very low costs. On the contrary, the zone situated behind the human has higher costs. As the visibility has a certain range of effect, the intensity decreases according to the distance to the human and its effect becomes negligible after 3-4 meters. Also, since the grid is attached to the head of the human, the computed costs are actualized when the human changes his field of view (turn his head) in planning and/or execution stage.

Other types of human state can be easily taken into account. For example, costs associated to states like sleeping, awake, ... can be easily handled with corresponding parameters.

Once the grid is computed, searching for a minimum cost path will avoid to move too close to the human since approaching the human is more costly than staying far away.

B. Visibility Criterion

The human comfort is another criterion to be considered when dealing with human-robot interactions. In particular, the human generally feels more comfortable when he sees the robot. Therefore, we introduce another criterion, called visibility criterion, in order to help the robot to stay in the field of view of the human during its motions.

These values are only estimates and can be changed according to the context.
obstacles in the close vicinity of the human can have various effects on the safety and comfort. If the robot is behind an obstacle, the human would feel much comfortable because the obstacle would block the direct way between human and the robot. So the distance criterion must be cancelled in the zones located behind the obstacles.

On the other hand, as the robot becomes hidden when it passes behind an obstacle, the visibility costs do not correspond anymore to physical realities. To handle this issue, we introduce another criterion additional to visibility and safety, called "hidden zones" criterion. This criterion helps to determine better costs for positions hidden by the obstacles.

Hence, an important effect of obstacles to the comfort of the human is the surprise factor. When the robot is hidden by an obstacle close to the human and suddenly appears in the human field of view, it can cause surprise and fear. To avoid this effect, we must discourage the robot to pass behind an obstacle too closely, and must allow it to get into the humans field of view when sufficiently far from the human. This can be done by putting costs to the zones hidden from the view by the obstacles.

The costs in the hidden zone grid is inversely proportional to the distance between the human and the robot. The range of the effect of the surprise factor is approximately 3m, so the costs decrease to zero in the 3m perimeter and remains null for the other grid points (Fig. 10).

D. Path planner

Once the safety, visibility and hidden zones grids have been computed, they are merged to one single grid that the robot will search for a minimum cost path. Note that we do not compute the four grids (3 criteria + 1 final) explicitly but just the costs of the grid cells necessary during search. Different ways can be used to merge the grid costs. A first way can be to compute the overall cost from the ponderated sum of the elementary costs

\[ \text{Cost}_{\text{merged}}(x, y) = w_1 \text{Cost}_{\text{safety}}(x, y) + w_2 \text{Cost}_{\text{visibility}}(x, y) \]

where \((x, y)\) is a grid point, \(w_1\) is the weight of the safety grid and \(w_2\) is the weight of the visibility grid.

Another way can be to consider the maximum cost values when merging the grids

\[ \text{Cost}_{\text{merged}}(x, y) = \max(\text{Cost}_{\text{safety}}(x, y), \text{Cost}_{\text{visibility}}(x, y)) \]

Note that we do not merge hidden zones grid with the other 2 grids. That is mainly because hidden zones grids serves as a replacement of this 2 grids for positions where the robot could be seen if it wasn’t blocked by an obstacle. The final grid is computed by:

\[
\text{if } (R \text{ is on } (x, y) \text{ AND } R \text{ is in field of view of } H_i \text{ AND } H_i \text{ cannot see } R \text{ because of an obstacle } O) \text{ then } \\
\text{Cost}_{\text{final}}(x, y) \leftarrow w_3 \text{Cost}_{\text{hiddenzones}}(x, y) \\
\text{else } \text{Cost}_{\text{final}}(x, y) \leftarrow \text{Cost}_{\text{merged}}(x, y)
\]

Our planner can use both ways depending on the task and on the balance between criteria. For example, for an urgent task, the importance of the visibility grid is less than the safety grid so that the robot does not take too much into account the visibility.

Once the final grid is computed, the cells corresponding to the obstacles in the environment are labeled as forbidden and an A* search is performed to find minimum-cost path between given two positions of the robot. The computed path is collision-free and also takes into account the human comfort and safety.

V. RESULTS

The navigation planner is implemented\(^2\) within the Move3D [21] software platform developed at LAAS.

\(^2\)A number of mpeg animations of computed motions can be found at http://www.laas.fr/ easisbot
Figure 11 shows a first path computed in the presence of two humans looking each other. One can note that the computed solution corresponds to a direct path remaining at equal distance from both humans. Consider now the same problem solved in a situation where one of both humans is turned back. Even the previous path is feasible, the planner chooses a more comfortable path along which the robot remains visible for both humans (figure 12).

Figure 13 illustrates another scenario with two humans sitting in a room. The robot is initially located in the right corner of the room and has to move next to the human hidden by the wall obstacle. The figure shows the safety and visibility grids computed for each human, and the hidden zone created by the wall.

The minimum cost path computed by the planner (figure 14) has the following characteristics:

- The robot does not approach too close to the both of the humans. It chooses a solution that only enters in the humans 3m zone in the last portion of the path.
- The robot remains as visible as possible along the path. Because of the hidden start position, there is no possibility to be in the human field of view at the beginning of path. Therefore the planner chooses to pass behind the wall instead of passing behind the human.
- The robot is not to close to the human when it appears in its field of view. The transition from the invisible zone behind the wall to the visible one is sufficiently far from the human to avoid any surprise effect. Then the robot can approach to the human to reach its final position.

As in real world scenarios there can be multiple objects and humans in motion, if the environment changes during execution, the calculated path can loose its validity. This trajectory can be replaced very fastly by replanning that unvalid trajectory. As HAMP’s planning method is fast (the trajectories for both exaples are produced in less than a second with and AMD Athlon 1.8 Mobile processor), replaning allows us to be sufficiently reactive to the environment changes and to execute trajectories smoothly making the replanning totally transparent to the humans.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed a navigation planner that takes into account the humans existence explicitly and that not only elaborates safe robot paths, but also plans good, socially acceptable and legible paths.

It is based on a multidisciplinary perspective. The algorithmic framework that we propose is able to integrate results provided by user studies.

This is a small step towards a very ambitious goal. Indeed, there a already a number of extensions that can be envisaged. For instance, it is clearly necessary to consider speed and acceleration and their influence on human comfort and acceptability of the robot actions. Besides, it remains to implement such schemes on real robot and to conduct validation tests.

We are also planning to develop a manipulation planner in order to allow the robot to hand objects to a human while respecting the safety and social constraints.
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